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Diffuse Interstellar Bands (DIB-s)

I DIB-s - absorption lines that arise from material in interstellar
clouds

I There are known for more than 100 years - Mary L. Heger
letter (1922)

I There are known about 500 bands
I The carriers of most DIB-s remain unidentified.
I Very difficult identification - it is usually assumed that

responsible are big molecules containing carbon.
I The only known absorber related to DIB-s is
buckminsterfullarene (C+

60) responsible for several DIB-s in
the infrared (Campbell et al. 2015).



Diffuse Interstellar Bands (DIB-s) - correlation studies
I If two DIB-s arise from the same state in the same carrier,

they should have the same strength ratio in all lines of sight
and thus, their equivalent widths (EWs) should exhibit a
perfect correlation.

I Mutual DIB-s correlations
I No perfect correlation - different carriers, but “one DIB - one

carier” is rather exaggeration ( C+
60 is responsible for 4 DIB-s

at least)
I DIB-s families - strong correlations between EW (for λ 6196

and λ 6614 r = 0.986)
I Corelatons between DIB-s and line-of-sight properties

(E(B-V), N(H), N(HI)).
I Dependence on environmental conditions (example W(λ

5797)/ W(λ 5780) ratios are smaller in clouds with stronger
UV exposure - effects on dust properties σ clouds and ζ
clouds)



Diffuse Interstellar Bands (DIB-s) - correlation studies

The main aim of a paper: determine parameters that drive the
variations in DIB spectrum.
I Perform a principal component analysis (PCA) on the data to

find out how many parameters are required to describe the
observed variations among the DIB-s.

I Interpret new parameters.
I Use DIB-s to determine physical parameters of their

environment



Principal Components Analysis (PCA)

I Krystian Iłkiewicz introduction to PCA given at SJC
05.05.2022.

I PCA - statistical technique for reducing dimensionality of a
dataset.

I We chose new parameters by linear combination of input data
parameters

I New parameters form ortogonal set of vectors whereas old
parameters are often strongly correlated.



Principal Components Analysis (PCA) - main steps

I n variables for m lines of sight.
I Rescaling of a data (subtract mean, divide by standard

deviation)

zi ,j =
xi ,j − x̄i
sxi

I Calculate covariation matrix (n x n matrix)

Ck,l =
1
m − 1

zk,izi ,l

I Find eigenvalues and eigenvctors of covariation matrix
I Sort eigenvalues from the largest
I Corresponding eigenvecteors give principal components
I Multiply transposed eigenvector matrix by rescaled data

matrix to obtain a data in principal components base



yi n̂′ = ai,1x1n̂1 + ai,2x2n̂2 + ..+ ai,nxnn̂n

n̂n - unit vectors in the original parameter space
n̂′n - unit vectors in the new reference frame - principal components

a2i ,1 + a2i ,2 + ..+ a2i ,n = 1

Y = AX

X - n x m matrix containing original set of data
A - n x n - transformation matrix
Y - n x m matrix containing transformed data points in the new
reference frame.



Observational data - target selection

I Search for high quality, high resolution spectra in VLT/UVES
and ELODIE archives for 243 stars from the study of Jenkins
(2009) where are present fairly strong and narrow DIB-s
possibly free of contaminantion from stellar lines (16 DIB-s)

I Selection of single cloud lines of sight based on examination of
Na I (589.0 nm and 589.5 nm) and K I (766.5 and 769.9 nm)
lines.

I Final set of 30 stars with observations characterized by 23
parameters



Target stars.



Observational parameters.



PCA for two parameters: E(B-V), N(H)



PCA for two parameters: E(B-V), N(H)



PCA for two parameters: E(B-V), N(H)



PCA for all components



Screeplot for principal components



Biplot for principal components PC1 and PC2



Biplots for principal components PC1 and PC2 for partial
analysis z17 - z23 and z1 - z16



Interpretation of PC1

I Largest projections on PC1 is related to equivalent widths of
DIB-s

I PC1 - traces amount of DIB-s producing material in gas phase
(W(λ 5797) has correlation 0.96 with PC1).

NDIB = 0.136(PC1) + 0.90

NDIB ≈ 0.0185W (λ5797) + 0.19



Correlation between W (λ5797) and PC1



Interpretation of PC2

I Important negative contribution to PC2 comes from
W (λ5797)/W (λ5780) projection.

I W (λ5797 has small projection on PC2 whereas W (λ5780
corelates strongly

I PC2 - depend on radiation environment at place of DIB
formation

GDIB = PC2

GDIB ≈ −9.07[W (λ5797)/W (λ5780)] + 2.55



PC2 (GDIB) as a function of W (λ5797)/W (λ5780)



Interpretation of PC2

I There is a good corelation between PC2 and
W (λ5797)/W (λ5780) for ζ clouds, but there is unclear
situation for σ clouds.



Biplot for PC1-PC3



Biplot for PC2-PC3



Interpretation of PC3

Interpretation of PC3 is uncertain, but there are two good
candidates
I Dust grains size, which should be inversely correlated to

E(B-V) and f (H2) fraction
I Gas to dust ratio measured as N(H)/E (B − V )



N(H)/E (B − V ) as function of PC3



Interpretation of PC3

N(H) × 10−21

E (B − V )
= 7.31 ± 0.27 + PC3 × (1.89 ± 0.26)

When we assume that mean interstellar value of N(H)/E (B − V )
is 5.8 × 1021 atoms/cm2/mag and GTD = 1 for this value one can
obtain

GTD = 0.318 × PC3 + 1.29



Conclusions

I PCA analysis of DIB-s equivalent widths and line-on-sight
properties for single cloud sightlines gives main parameters
important for DIB-s formation and properties.

I PC1 - amount of DIB producing material
I PC2 - the level of UV radiation at place of DIB formation
I PC3 - related to dust properties or gas to dust ratio
I It is possible using DIB-s to determine physical parameters of

their environment - even without identifying the carriers.


